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Reviewer: 1 
 

● Abstract: "analytics performance engineering" requires a perfunctory definition here. 
○ A: Abstract changed accordingly to clarify that “analytic” means “based on first-principle 

models” 
● p. 2, l. 44, col. 2: "substitute the curly braces with" 

○ A: Typo fixed 
● p. 3, l. 13, col. 1: "strong latency components" lowercase 

○ A: Typo fixed 
● p. 3., l. 14, col. 1: do you have former/latter mixed up here? 

○ No, the statement is correct. We have adapted the wording to make it more clear. 
● p. 3, l. 44, col. 2: for clarity, use CP hereafter, and do not spell out critical path again in the 

manuscript 
○ A: substituted all instances of the spelled-out critical path with CP 

● p. 4, l. 15, col. 2: inserting barriers for this measurement changes the fundamentals of the code 
execution, and possibly the confounding critical path issues described earlier. Please add further 
justification for this decision here. Is load balance fundamentally impossible? If so the ECM 
should take into account related costs. 

○ A: The ECM model assumes “steady-state” execution on a kernel-by-kernel basis.  If 
cross-kernel overlap happens it could go either way - improving or worsening the 
performance - but this is out of the scope of the model. However, if load imbalance 
occurs (which is possible in real-world scenarios), one would usually employ dynamic or 
guided OpenMP scheduling, but this would _require_ barriers for correctness. Hence, the 
benchmark setup we chose is actually close to a real-world usage scenario.  
We have added some text at the indicated position to clarify this. 

● p. 5, l. 2, col. 2: why do current and state kernels operate over the same channels and synapses? 
Eg. Ih? Please describe these kernels in terms of the numerics they solve, eg., Trapezoid Rule, 
etc. 

○ Every ion channel (or synapse) type, such as Ih, is associated with both a current and a 
state kernel. The current kernel computes contributions to the voltage equation, while the 
state kernel updates the temporal evolution of the ion channel’s state variables. We 
added a sentence in the third paragraph of section 2.2 to express this concept. 

○ Integration of state variables for ion channels and synapses is based almost exclusively 
on the exponential euler method. We added a bibliographic reference. 

● p. 5, l. 5, col. 2: there appears to be no a priori reason to combine spike delivery and linear 
algebra. Please explain your reasoning here. 

○ A: We agree, there is no a priori reason to lump them together. It was done because both 
of them have a relatively low impact on performance (less than 20% combined) 
compared to state and current kernels. The sentence was slightly reworded to be less 
prone to misinterpretation. 

● p. 5., l. 13, col. 2: this is due to the relative lightweight of the current-based point neuron 
integration, correct? it therefore doesn't seem peculiar COBA behaves very differently. 



○ A: This is true. Substituted peculiar with distinctive, which is semantically closer to what 
we meant. 

● p. 6, l. 43, fig. legend: is the prevention of channels and synapses on junctions a constraint from 
biology? 

○ A: No, it’s more a modeling constraint. Junction (branching) points are implemented in 
the CoreNEURON formalism as having zero surface area, thus cannot have ion channel 
or synaptic instances. Replaced “cannot” with “do not” to avoid confusion.  

● p. 8, l. 41, col. 1: Fix GABAAB synapse notation: GABA-A/B 
○ A: Typo fixed 

● p. 8., l. 59, col. 1: the mean length of the sequence repeat does not capture what is certainly a 
non-Gaussian distribution. Can you enhance the model here assuming an exponential? 

○ A: It is true that the distribution is almost certainly non-Gaussian, and the idea of 
enhancing the model with a more accurate assumption is very interesting. For the scope 
of this paper, however, it wouldn’t affect our performance estimates because we simply 
subtract the average traffic from the original estimate. 

● p. 10, l. 49, col. 2: define "OoO" 
○ A: out-of-order engine. Added definition in the text 

● p. 11, l. 41, Table 9: a comment should be made as to why NaT state is a full order of magnitude 
slower on IVB than for other channels, and why this doesn't appear in SKX 

○ A: This is an interesting observation, likely due to the fact that the NaT state kernel has 
significantly more exp and div operations than other state and current kernels. We added 
a comment about this in the text 

● p. 12, l. 5, col. 1: define "meas" in Table 10 
○ A: Fixed in caption 

● p. 13, l. 34, col. 2: the fully pipelined, full throughput assumption is rather absurd. Please state 
that the scenario is artificial and cannot possibly occur in real networks? 

○ A: If the comment referred to the best-case scenario in the spike delivery modeling, this is 
true and we added a sentence to make it clear. 

○ A: If the comment referred to the ECM’s full-throughput assumption, this is actually 
accurate in many cases where the critical path is not too long, the number of registers is 
not too large, and there are no loop-carried dependencies. In this case, the OoO engine 
can overlap successive loop iterations so well that the full-throughput assumption is 
justified. This can all be argued for on a much more rigorous level, but we did not want to 
blow up the discussion so much. A comment was added in Sect. 1.3, and we have added 
the latest ECM paper to the references (Hofmann (2019)). 

● p. 14, l. 18, col. 1: it is not clear to me why this kernel does not require the full completion of the 
previous one before execution. Please explain further. 

○ A: In a fully latency-bound kernel, such as, e.g., list traversal through pointer chasing, the 
address of the next iteration’s memory location is only available after the data from the 
current iteration has reached the CPU registers. In the spike delivery kernel, the target 
indices can theoretically at the very least be prefetched, and thus memory accesses for 
future iterations can potentially be scheduled in advance. We have added an explanation 
in the text. 

● p. 15, l. 26, Figure legend: Solid markers measurements were not described in the text. Did you 
contrive simulations for this impossible scenario? Please explain in the text. 

○ A: A short explanation of the benchmarking strategy was added to the text 



● p. 17, l. 38, col. 1: the requirement of many datasets/few neurons for nesting looping within a 
minimum network delay is not explained, and leaves the reader on a confusing note. Please 
consider removing the last paragraph, or going into more detail as to why. 

○ A: We agree, and removed the paragraph 
 
Reviewer: 2 
 

● The hardware recommendation considers only the material costs, but does not take energy into 
account. Higher clock speeds are likely to increase power consumption, which turns the design 
decision into a tradeoff. This aspect is completely ignored. 

○ A: The parameter space of clock speed (probably Turbo Mode), number of cores, and 
code characteristics (e.g., SIMD width, data transfers etc.) is difficult to navigate and 
would require a separate study just to figure out how severe this tradeoff actually is. 
Moreover, several target metrics exist (power dissipation, energy to solution, 
energy-delay product,...), and all require different strategies to optimize for. This is clearly 
out of scope of our paper, but we have added a comment in the conclusion emphasizing 
that at least for large problems on standard CPUs, frequency and number of cores 
provide ample optimization space for energy optimizations. Special-purpose hardware for 
neuron simulations could of course be built with tiny caches, saving power from the start. 

● Applying ECM does not seem straightforward to inexperienced users. Statements about the effort 
required to instantiate ECM models for the investigated kernels would be desirable. Moreover, the 
introduction of ECM could be improved by outlining more clearly the different steps a user has to 
take – more in the style of a cookbook recipe using a small example. It is clear that not the full 
extent of the prior literature on ECM can be repeated here, but the current description leaves 
many aspects of how the authors conducted their study opaque. 

○ A: We have added a significant amount of text in Sect. 1.3 to better explain the necessary 
steps and the effort required to set up the model. The simple example is given in Sect. 
2.1. 

● In Section 1.4 (4th bullet), the authors also claim a generalization of their insights, becoming able 
to predict and avoid bottlenecks in linear algebra and spike delivery kernels. However, this last 
contribution is unclear to me. Does it refer to the optimization strategy presented in Section 4? 
Unless the authors can make it more explicit, I recommend removing it from the contribution list. 

○ A: We agree. The list entry was removed 
● Like in every experimental performance analysis, the results may be input dependent. The input 

used for the experiments should be described and its impact on the result should be discussed. 
For example, how many neurons are simulated and would changing this number influence the 
outcome? 

○ A: We added a short explanation about the underlying dataset in our benchmarks. We 
have also added short descriptions of the specific datasets and benchmarks used in the 
linear algebra and spike delivery sections. 

○ In our opinion, the number of neurons can have two main effects: one is cache locality as 
a consequence of the overall dataset size, and the other is changing the relative weight 
of spiking activity by some network effects, for example small networks tend to have a 
lower average activity per neuron than larger networks. We believe the dataset size issue 
is solved by benchmarking with datasets from different levels of the cache hierarchy. The 
second issue is much more complicated, and can be affected by many factors such as 
intrinsic randomness of spikes, random input noise, connectivity between neurons, etc. 



Investigating the effects of network size would be a significant effort and we believe is 
outside the scope of this paper.  

● The statement in Section 4 that the discussion concentrates on the more recent Skylake 
architecture and covers Ivy Bridge only where necessary casts doubt on the purpose of the 
analysis on Ivy Bridge. The authors should motivate more clearly why the Ivy Bridge results are 
included. 

○ A: We have included Ivy Bridge because (1) it differs from Skylake in the organization of 
its cache hierarchy and (2) it only has AVX2 while Skylake supports AVX-512. Since 
Skylake is a blueprint for all upcoming Intel processors in the near-term future, and no 
ECM model for Skylake was published before, it is the natural target of analysis. 
However, we point out differences to Ivy Bridge in several places, and the efficiency of 
vectorized divides and exponentials alone warrants the comparison.  
We have added a comment just before Sect. 4.1 to explain this more clearly. 

 
● The unit [Giga/s] in Figure 3 is probably misspelled. 

○ A: It should have been “Giga It/s”. Corrected and added a comment in the caption about 
how to interpret the unit. 

● It is not clear which platform the predictions in Table 10 refer to. 
○ A: The memory data volume predictions are the same regardless of architecture, 

because they are only a function of the number of read and write streams of the kernel. 
● The x-axis labels in Figure 5 are missing. 

○ A: added labels 
● The authors should clarify what they exactly mean by network size in the subsection headings of 

Section 4. 
○ A: We referred to “biological networks”, i.e. the total number of neurons. An explanatory 

sentence was added just before Section 4.1. 


